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Dr. Bruce's treatment of Virginia conditions is luminous and so 
generally correct that it seems hypercritical to point out any defects. 
The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of Virginia history wait for 
just such a treatment as the seventeenth century has received. 

The History of the Society of Jesus in North America, Colonial 
and Federal. By THOMAS HUGHES of the same Society. Docu
ments, volume 1., part II. Nos. 141-224 (1605-1838). (Cleve
land: The Burrows Brothers Company; London and N ew York = 

Longmans, Green,and Company. 1910. Pp. xi, 601-1222.) 
THE first part of this volume was discussed in the REVIEW (XIII. 

597) when it appeared, and, after an interval of two years, we now 
have the second part, as a further proof of the industry and learning 
of Father Hughes. The chief theme of the newly published volume is 
the action of the Jesuits in regard to their property, which lay in Mary
land for the most part. We learn very little of their religious activities 
and even their educational work receives comparatively little attention. 
Georgetown College, it is true, is frequently mentioned, but chiefly in 
connection with its financial affairs or with appointments to its faculty 
of professors. In respect to time, this second part of the volume over
laps the first one and begins with the suppression of the order in 1773. 
Very few of the documents are later in date than 1830, though the last 
of all is one of 1894. During the period which the volume covers came 
the beginnings of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in the United States. 
and the restoration of the order. It has 'seemed to the writer that the 
character of that church in our country has owed much to the fact that 
its first leaders were Maryland Jesuits. In that province alone of the 
English speaking provinces were men of culture, of both Roman Catholic 
and Protestant faith, mingling in social intercourse; in that province 
alone were there strongly established families of Roman Catholic gentry; 
and that church in the province was so dominated by the Jesuits with 
their diplomatic skill that if a Maryland youth entered the priesthood he 
naturally became a Jesuit. The first bishop of that church was John Car
roll, a member of one of the best known Maryland families, and a Jesuit 
up to the time of the suppression of the order. His successor, Leonard 
Neale, was also a descendant of one of the early and prominent pro
vincial families, and other such families, for example the Fenwicks, 
were found represented in the order. Thus the American character of 
the Roman Catholic Church was stamped upon it from the first organi
zation. In the days of the F,rench Revolution, SUlpicians came from 
Paris to Baltimore and established there the first theological seminary 
for the priesthood in the United States. From among the French 
priests came Marechal, who was the third to hold the see of Baltimore,. 
and the French influence contributed, from an early day, to make the 
Roman Catholic Church in the country a cosmopolitan one. The J es-
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uits and the Sulpicians were far from always living together in har
mony and the lack of unity of feeling between the two parties is as 
clearly shown in the later as in the earlier volume. The plan of ar
rangement of the documents is somewhat difficult to follow, the lan
guage of the editor's comments is at times obscure, more space is given 
to the printing of certain documents than they seem to deserve, there is 
some returning to matters discussed in the earlier volume, and as the 
documents have been published before the text of the history, it is some
times difficult to determine what point is intended to be proven by them. 
Outside of Maryland and the adjoining parts of Pennsylvania, the vol
ume treats of the establishment of the order in Missouri and, in an 
appendix, briefly cites analogous documents as to the treatment of the 
Jesuits' property in Great Britain and Ireland and in Canada, after the 
dissolution of the order. The man who figures most largely in this vol
ume is the first Bishop of Baltimore. Though the work appears at 
times tediously long, yet one would dislike to lose the light it throws on 
his life. Father Hughes well says in his preface: "The founder of the 
American Catholic hierarchy is seen here under a varied light never 
before shed on the person, character, and work of Dr. John Carroll. As 
he writes and talks or is talked about, while he is commended or criti
cized, his character, vital and moving, stands out in relief with many 
traits of the substantial virtues which adorned it, and with some other 
shadows thrown upon it, as a necessary consequence of contact with 
other men in the fitful changes of negotiation and business." In that 
" formative period" the influence of so strong, wise, and broad-minded a 
man was of great value to his church. When the Baltimore Library 
Company was organized in 1796, among the leaders in the movement 
were John Carroll, the Roman Catholic bishop of Baltimore, Rev. Joseph 
G. J. Bend, rector of St. Paul's Protestant Episcopal Church, and Rev. 
Patrick Allison, minister of the First Presbyterian Church. This fact 
shows Carroll's position in the community better than paragraphs of 
explanation could do. 

Other and lesser figures appear in an interesting light in this volume; 
such as Bishop Du Bourg, Fathers Charles and Francis Neale, and Arch
bishop Whitfield. The proceedings of the Corporation of the Roman 
Catholic Clergymen, the details of the management of the plantations, 
and the reference to the slaves on these plantations afford much im
portant material to the ecclesiastical and economic historian. 

BERNARD C. STEINER. 

The Livingstons of Livingston Manor: Being the History of that 
Branch of the Scottish House of Callendarwhich settled in the 
English Province of New York during the Reign of Charles 
the Second; and also including an Account of Robert Livingston 
of Albany, "The Nephew", a Settler in the same Province, and 


